Static information-flow analysis (especially taint-analysis) is a key technique in software security, computing where sensitive or untrusted data can propagate in a program. Points-to analysis is a fundamental static program analysis, computing what abstract objects a program expression may point to. In this work, we propose a deep unification of information-flow and points-to analysis. We observe that information-flow analysis is not a mere high-level client of points-to information, but it is indeed identical to points-to analysis on artificial abstract objects that represent different information sources. The very same algorithm can compute, simultaneously, two interlinked but separate results (points-to and information-flow values) with changes only to its initial conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Large software systems are ubiquitous and their security is a major concern. Malicious or illdesigned programs can have their operation affected by untrusted inputs or can leak sensitive information, such as private messages, location information, financial details, etc. Static informationflow analysis (or łtaint analysisž) 1 [Arzt et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015; Lerch et al. 2014; • Although the Doop implementation consists of several thousands of logical rules, in some tens-of-thousands of lines of code, the development of P/Taint has only required changes to a handful of rules of existing Doop code. The rest of the P/Taint functionality is a clean add-on, applicable orthogonally to the many analyses of the framework, without replicating any of the points-to analysis machinery for dealing with different language features.
• P/Taint inherits all of the rich analyses of Doop and can use them to gain precision in information-flow analysis, i.e., to reduce false positives. Specifically, P/Taint can transparently use any of several tens of analyses, with different kinds of context sensitivity (e.g., call-site sensitivity [Sharir and Pnueli 1981; Shivers 1991] , object-sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2002 [Milanova et al. , 2005 , type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011] ). The use of context is valuable for precise taint propagation, in exactly the same way as it is for points-to analysis.
• P/Taint inherits all of the analysis support of Doop for complex Java language features (e.g., native methods, class loading, initialization, implicit reachability, and more). Notably, P/Taint transparently inherits Doop's sophisticated reflection analysis : taint values can propagate through reflection operations, just as objects can. This enables information-flow analysis with high recall: we can detect many more information-flow violations in actual benchmarks, thus reducing false negatives. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a number of benchmarks, including SecuriBench Micro [Livshits 2006 ], JInfoFlow-bench (a new benchmark suite we developed 2 ), and DroidBench 2.0 [Arzt et al. 2014] . By leveraging the P/Taint's features, we achieve an over-99% recall rate over all Java information-flow benchmarks, with a very low incidence of false positives (over 91% precision). In order to further demonstrate the practical application of our approach, we P/Taint also supports many Android-specific features within its analyses. We have achieved a recall of over-96%, with over-86% precision for all relevant suites of DroidBench 2.0. The framework achieves such high-quality analysis results while maintaining very high efficiencyÐe.g., just over 7 minutes analysis time for all of SecuriBench. This efficiency is also complemented by high scalabilityÐwe apply P/Taint to real-world Android applications and show that we can Analyze, e.g., Facebook Messenger, an application with more than 55K classes, including the full Android library classes, in under seven hours.
BACKGROUND AND ILLUSTRATION
We next illustrate with simple examples the high-level ideas of our approach, while providing some background on points-to and information-flow analyses.
Points-To Analysis Basics. Points-to analysis computes the set of abstract objects that a program expression can refer to. Abstract objects are typically identified with allocation sites, i.e., instructions (instances of new) performing an object allocation: all run-time objects allocated by the same instruction are mapped into the same abstract object. (This is a standard simplification that ignores context-sensitive heap abstractions, a.k.a. heap cloning. We discuss this aspect separately in Section 4.3.)
The source of a points-to computation is, therefore, an allocation instruction:
A a1 = new A () ; // heap allocation / abstract obj .
Points-to analysis will trivially infer that local variable a1 can point to the abstract object identified with the above new statement. The essence of points-to analysis, however, is to compute how these abstract objects flow through different language constructs. The most interesting cases of standard constructs that propagate points-to information are method calls and heap loads/stores. For instance, our example can be extended with method calls and returns, as well as local assignments (possibly via casts) and heap loads and stores: Local variables a1, p, q, and a2 can all point to (at least) abstract object A1. Similarly, local variable b1 can point to abstract object B1. Abstract object A1 (and, accordingly, any concrete object it represents) flows through the above program fragment via calls and returns. Abstract object B1 flows through heap loads and stores.
The essence of a points-to analysis algorithm is in making these inferences as precisely as possible without missing any object flow. The end result of the analysis has a standard form of a map from a variable to a set of abstract objects (i.e., allocation sites).
Information-Flow Analysis Basics. Information-flow analysis computes which sources of data produce values that can reach specific data sinks. This general analysis statement captures several practical security and privacy questions: computing which tainted (i.e., untrusted) sources can provide values that are used in trusted computations; computing which privileged objects can flow to unprivileged code; computing which sensitive information can leak to unauthorized agents; etc.
The starting point of an information-flow computation is typically a data source API call. For instance, consider code that reads a string from an untrusted (taint) source, such as user input:
String a = source . readLine () ; // taint source The essence of information-flow is to track tainted values as they propagate through the program. The concept of taint is more abstract than objects, however. Taint is associated with the contents of the data and not with where they can be found in memory (or how they are allocated). For instance, two string objects that are allocated by the same instruction may have different taint values, depending on their contents. Accordingly, the same taint can be passed across different object types. This is done via data transform functions. For instance, consider:
String a = source . readLine () ; // taint source byte [] aAsBytes = a. getBytes () ;
The aAsBytes variable holds a tainted value, with the same taint source as that of the a variable, even though the two are different objects, of incompatible types. The tainted string value was used to create a tainted byte array. However the contents have merely been transformed without losing the taint of the information.
Finally, taint can be removed via sanitization functions. These remove the taint from a value, in cases when the taint would otherwise propagate (e.g., when a new string contains parts of a tainted one). An example use of a sanitization function appears in the example below:
String a = source . readLine () ; // taint source String aSafe = java . net . URLEncoder . encode (a , " UTF -8 " ); Importantly, sanitization may apply even when the data storage (i.e., the object holding the information) remains the same: the exact same object will no longer have a tainted value.
Similarities and Differences. We observe from the above discussion that points-to analysis and information-flow analysis have similarities at a high level: both compute the flow of objects through a program. However, the two analyses also have significant differences:
• For points-to analysis, the values flowing to variables are abstract objects, i.e., allocation sites.
For information-flow analysis, values identify taint sources, i.e., method calls.
• Taint and object identity are orthogonal concepts. The same taint can apply to different objects, and even objects of different type. The same abstract object (as far as points-to analysis is concerned) can represent both tainted and untainted concrete objects. The same object may be tainted or untainted at different points in its lifetime. Sanitization and data transform functions have no counterpart in the points-to analysis world.
These differences seem to make the two analyses fundamentally incompatible. Therefore, typical past implementations of a taint analysis (e.g., FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014] ) have been clients of points-to analyses, using them to obtain a model of the heap. The taint analysis then defines on its own the flow of taint values in and out of heap objects, as well as through local variables.
Approach. Our approach consists of fully unifying points-to and information-flow analyses. We take standard points-to analysis algorithms and show how they can be modified to compute both points-to and information-flow results. The core of the resulting analysis remains the same: the flow of objects through methods or through the heap is determined by the original points-to analysis algorithm. However, a lot more values are now processed by this (virtually) unchanged logic: the key technique we employ is to identify information flow sources, as well as data transform functions, with artificial abstract objects, which the points-to analysis processes as if they were allocation sites.
To illustrate, consider our earlier example:
String a = source . readLine () ; // artificial abstract object byte [] aAsBytes = a. getBytes () ; // parametric artificial abstract object
The unified analysis will treat the readLine method call as the source of an artificial abstract objectÐi.e., just like a new instruction for a points-to analysis. The artificial object represents a specific taint and it is passed around as a value, alongside regular objects. Abstract objects of the points-to analysis (i.e., regular allocation sites) and artificial abstract objects (i.e., taint source markers) are truly orthogonalÐe.g., if a variable łpoints tož both kinds of objects, it is considered to receive tainted objects (with taint originating at the marked source) allocated at a given site.
Similarly, calls to data transform functions (such as getBytes, above) are also sources of artificial abstract objects. However, the call does not produce a single abstract object, but one per tainted value flowing into the call, which ensures that all the origins of tainted values are preserved.
In this setting, sanitization functions merely control the inter-procedural propagation of artificial abstract objects. The taint value simply does not flow into a sanitization method. In fact, this is the only small intervention that is required in the original algorithmic logic of a points-to analysis in order to support this approach: inter-procedural propagation needs to filter out artificial abstract objects, but not regular ones, when a matching sanitization method gets called.
Advantages. The unified approach offers significant advantages. Most importantly, informationflow analysis can transparently inherit all the functionality of a points-to analysis. This results in information-flow analyses of increased sophistication. The enhancement can affect both the precision and the recall of an analysis, i.e., its effectiveness in terms of both false positives and false negatives. For the former, we can employ significant precision enhancements, such as different flavors of context sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2002 [Milanova et al. , 2005 Sharir and Pnueli 1981; Shivers 1991; Smaragdakis et al. 2011] . For the latter, we can use the detailed modeling of reflection that points-to analysis frameworks have developed to track the flow of values [Li et al. 2014 [Li et al. , 2015b Livshits 2006; Livshits et al. 2005; . We shall discuss these benefits in detail in Sections 4 and 7.
ANALYSIS DESIGN
We next demonstrate the unified points-to and information analysis approach in a model: a logicbased specification (in the syntax of the Datalog language, which is equivalent to first-order logic with recursion [Immerman 1999 ]) over a minimal input language. This serves two important purposes. First, it makes our description of the previous sections precise. 3 Second, it showcases the generality of the approach. The model we present is an incremental addition over a standard logical specification, for Andersen-style points-to analyses. show that this model captures virtually all realistic pointer analysis algorithms and can be enriched with many features, such as context-sensitivity, arrays, reflection analysis, exception-flow analysis, and more. These additions are transparent relative to our minimal changes to the base model. This allows information-flow analysis to be unified with a large variety of points-to analyses.
From Pointer to Information-Flow Analysis
We begin by discussing the preliminary changes to enable the analysis of information flow simultaneously with points-to analysis, ignoring data transform functions and sanitization. We add support for these features in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Fig. 1 shows the domain of our analysis, its inputs, computed relations and outputs, as well as a constructor function that produces new tainted values. Fig. 2 shows the analysis. We enclose in red boxes the elements that have been modified to support information flow, unless they are mere renamings of arguments and predicates. The rule syntax is simple: the left arrow symbol (←) separates the inferred facts (i.e., the head of the rule) from the previously established facts (i.e., the body of the rule).
We explain the contents and changes in both figures in more detail below.
Schema Changes. We define a value abstraction A that encompasses both heap abstractions, A H , (defined as object allocation sites in pointer analysis) and tainted value abstractions, A T . As we saw in the previous section, tainted value abstractions are similar to heap abstractions, and also represent sites in the program where the values are introduced. We rename the main output relations of points-to analysis, VarPointsTo and FldPointsTo, to FlowsToVar and FlowsToFld, respectively, to better match their new roles. The output or intermediate computed relations (Leak, FlowsToVar, FlowsToFld) are defined in terms of value abstractions, where previously they were defined on heap abstractions. In almost all cases both heap and tainted value abstractions are treated identically in our rules.
Algorithmic Changes. The striking feature of Fig. 2 is the lack of changes in the main rules that propagate values through the heap and through method calls. The first eight rules in the Figure are the standard model of a (context-insensitive) points-to analysis. The only change is in the computation of a call graph (predicate CallGraph). Not all value abstractions are used when V is a set of program variables A H is a set of heap value abstractions (i.e., allocation sites) A T is a set of tainted value abstractions (A H ∩ A T = ∅) A is a set of all value abstractions (i.e. A H ∪ A T ) M is a set of method identifiers S is a set of method signatures (including name, type signature) F is a set of fields I is a set of instructions T is a set of class types N is the set of natural numbers computing receiver objects for virtual calls: the receiver object has to be a regular heap abstraction. This check prevents the analysis from reaching methods that are not truly reachable for any real object, even though an artificial taint object appears to reach the invocation site. This can arise because of slightly different propagation rules for heap abstractions and taint value abstractionsÐfor instance, taint transform rules (Section 3.2) introduce shortcuts that may facilitate the flow of taint values even in cases where normal objects would not propagate.
The last two rules are new. They simply mark calls to information sources as sites where abstract values are created, and information sinks as sites of leaks, to be reported as part of the output. The first of the two rules states that every time a source method (input predicate SourceMethod) is computed to be reachable (using CallGraph), the variable receiving the return value (to) points to a new abstract value. The introduction of new abstract values is done via the constructor NewTaintedValue. This constructor function is a parameterization point for the analysis, but it will typically be defined to retain all information passed to it:
NewTaintedValue(invo, type) = pair(invo, type) : A T That is, new value abstractions will encode both the invocation site and the value type. Taint can be transferred from one value abstraction to another, and we will see later how this encoding helps ensure that value abstractions only get a single type. The invocation site is useful in order to record where the tainted value is originally introduced in the program.
The last rule is a mere consumer of the analysis results. It states that a leak is found if an abstract taint value reaches the i-th argument at the invocation site (sink) of a sink method whose i-th argument is sensitive (SinkMethod(meth,i)). 
Flow-Through Data Transform Functions
As we saw in Section 2, taint can flow through data transform functions, so that values of different types become tainted. To support data transform functions, we augment our earlier model with the extra relations and rules in Fig. 3 . These rules add extra logic for the creation of taint objectsÐthe original rules of Fig. 2 remain unchanged and values flow identically through the heap, local variables, and method calls. This is a representative but not complete list of taint transfer rules. P/Taint defines more ways in which taint can be transferred. For instance, a method may be tainting only a specific field of a returned object. The third rule of the figure is responsible for creating a new tainted value when an existing tainted value flows to a transform function. The rule body contains a subtle feature: the new value is created not at the point of return of the transform function (variable to) but at any point where heap objects are allocated and assigned for the first time, as long as these objects flow to to. We have found this to yield maximum generality and precision in our P/Taint implementation.
FlowsToVar(to, value) ←
InterProcAssign(to, from), FlowsToVar(from, value), value ∈ A H .
SanitizationMethod(meth : M)
FlowsToVar(to, value) ← InterProcAssign(to, from), FlowsToVar(from, value), value ∈ A T , ! (FormalArg(meth, _, to), SanitizationMethod(meth) ). The new tainted value is created using the TransferTaint constructor, employed at the head of the rule. The constructor is a parameter to the analysis model: different definitions will determine how many taint abstract objects are created, affecting precision and scalability. A reasonable definition is:
That is, the new tainted value encodes the first half of the input tainted value (i.e., the invocation site of the original taint source) and the type of the new tainted value. The new taint value has the appropriate type and propagates through the rest of the analysis without thwarting type invariants. Precise type information for value abstractions is used, for instance, to limit the propagation of values through casts, which results in a more precise analysis.
In practice, this encoding not only ensures that the number of tainted values remains finite, but aids in performance. An original value's taint is typically transferred several times during an analysis. It is not necessary to construct a new tainted value each time if a tainted value of the same type exists that originates from the same invocation site.
Sanitization Functions
The final element that information-flow analysis needs to support is sanitization of values. Sanitization simply disallows the flow of tainted values through predefined functions. In order to support this functionality, we introduce a new input relation, SanitizationMethod, and modify the inter-procedural assignment logic. Fig. 4 shows the result. Note that the last rule modifies the corresponding rule in Fig. 2 , while the first rule is new.
The rules handle heap abstract objects differently from taint abstract objects. The former propagate as in the original analysis. The latter propagate only if it is not the case that the target of the assignment (variable to) is a formal argument of a sanitization method.
SCALING TO A FULL TAINT ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK: BENEFITS
The model of the previous section is a good illustration of the principles behind the unified analysis approach. It is also the basis of our realistic information-flow analysis framework, P/Taint. P/Taint is built on top of Doop [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis 2009b ]Ða full-fledged points-to analysis library. Thanks to the seamless unification of pointer and information-flow analysis, a large part of the features and algorithmic enhancements of P/Taint are inherited directly from Doop. Indeed, P/Taint is now fully integrated with the standard Doop framework 4 . We proceed to describe how the approach scales to a realistic language and what benefits we get from it.
Broad Support of Java Semantics
The minimal model of the previous section ignores several realistic semantic complications. These include support for the full Java bytecode language (including: static fields and methods; casts; arrays; exception handling; finalization; class initialization; final fields), as well as semantics prescribed in the Java Virtual Machine specification (including: JVM initialization; initial threads and thread groups; privileged actions). These features need to be modeled for a security analysis that has a realistic claim to completeness. Furthermore, modeling these features has a far-from-trivial effect on static analysis complexity. For instance, handling exceptions more precisely yields an order-of-magnitude performance improvement for many analyses [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis 2009a] ; modeling privileged actions (i.e., objects handled to the JDK's doPrivileged method) is crucial for analyzing realistic programs and their inclusion often results in a 2-orders-of-magnitude slowdown.
A large part of the benefit of the unified points-to/information-flow approach is that the above semantic complications are only handled once. The implementation of P/Taint transparently includes the corresponding analysis features from Doop, with no further modification necessary. Essentially, all modeling of language semantics concerns the flow of values and remains unchanged regardless of whether these values are abstract heap objects or abstract taint objects.
Importantly, we cannot get the same benefit by having information-flow analysis be a mere client of points-to analysis, i.e., consuming its results only. For instance, it is not enough to know that an abstract (heap) object was originally tainted and flows to a sink. We also need to track its taint separately (through the full set of language features) and see if it also flows to the same sink or gets filtered out by a sanitization function. Similar complications arise in the case of data transform functions: we need to know the exact kind of taint (i.e., its source) that flows to such a function, through any language mechanism (e.g., exceptions or implicit initialization) to determine the tainted value produced.
Reflection
One language feature that is worth special attention is reflection. Reflection allows highly dynamic behavior in an otherwise static language: reflection operations can be used to create objects of a dynamically-determined type and access dynamically-determined methods or fields of any object. Handling reflection in static analysis is a complicated topic with an ever-growing literature [Li et al. 2014 [Li et al. , 2015b Livshits et al. 2005; . Furthermore, handling reflection is crucial for security analyses [Lerch et al. 2014; Livshits 2006] . P/Taint inherits the Doop support for reflection, which significantly enhances the framework's ability to detect information-flow violations. Taint values are propagated through reflection operations transparently, much like they are through the heap and calling stack in our earlier analysis rules. Reflection support constitutes about one-fifth of the Doop core code (i.e., the code excluding different points-to analysis variations): over 2KLoC, or some-200 logical rules. Replicating this machinery would have required significant effort.
Context Sensitivity and Precision
An important aspect of every static analysis is precision. In the case of security analyses, this translates to a low false-positive rate for analysis warnings. A major way to gain precision for a points-to analysis is via context sensitivity: qualifying variables and abstract objects with context information, so that two instances of the same local variables (for different invocations of the method) or of the same abstract object are not conflated. Acquiring precision through context sensitivity is one of the benefits of the unified pointsto/information-flow analysis approach. The model of Section 3 is context-insensitive, yet there is a well-established pattern for adding context sensitivity to the same rules . Furthermore, the pattern allows different context models to be plugged in, by defining constructors Record and Merge [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013; Smaragdakis et al. 2011] . (Indeed, the Doop framework underlying P/Taint is the practical incarnation of this model of parametric context sensitivity.) We can, thus, exploit call-site sensitivity [Sharir and Pnueli 1981; Shivers 1991] , object sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2002 [Milanova et al. , 2005 , type sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011] , and hybrid sensitivities [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013] .
In the full, context-sensitive, versions of the rules of Section 3, ctx and hctx parameters (for variable and object contexts, respectively) are added to all rules. For instance, the rule inferring CallGraphEdge in Fig. 2 is shown in context-sensitive form in Fig. 5 . Merge is used to create new calling contexts (or just łcontextsž) at virtual call sites. These contexts are used to qualify method calls, i.e., they are applied to all local variables in a method. The Merge function takes all available information at the call-site of a virtual method call and combines it to create a new context (if one for the same combination of parameters does not already exist). Different definitions of Merge yield different context-sensitivity flavors.
Other Pragmatic Features
Pragmatic features that aid in the practicality of P/Taint can naturally fit within its simple design. One of these is the ability to label sources and sinks, a feature that enables the checking of simple security policies. Labeling is implemented by augmenting the NewTaintedValue construct, primarily by adding an argument containing the label of the source. The construct indexes the tainted value's origin with the label so that the label can be retrieved when FlowsTo data is queried. Labels add a negligible constant overhead to the analysis. Furthermore, one can check simple security policies. For example, checking if personally identifiable information is flowing to insecure public channels, or filtering out from the results medium sensitivity information flowing into logs.
Moreover, P/Taint supports breadcrumbs, which can be associated with tainted value abstractions to help the framework user debug the information flow in her application. Breadcrumbs enable the framework user to understand not just the provenance of the information but also the intermediate steps in its flow. These pieces of information can be added to the tainted value abstractions by taint transfer rules and methods. The TransferTaint construct takes a selection of predefined breadcrumbs and the information is preserved with the information-value abstraction each time the taint is transferred from one value abstraction to another. Breadcrumbs can be post-processed and presented in queries to help piece together the flows of information.
Overall Benefit
We implemented the core information-flow analysis logic of P/Taint on top of the Doop framework in just ∼200 lines of Datalog code. 5 Apart from renamings and simple refactorings, only ∼30 lines of the Doop code were modified. These are well-captured by the model of Section 3: they treat taint abstract objects differently for purposes of sanitization and call-graph construction.
Indeed, much of the effort of designing and implementing the P/Taint information-flow analysis consisted of non-coding or orthogonal tasks:
• configuring sources, sinks, and sanitizers using regular expressions that encode method descriptors; • checking that the approach indeed works without needing changes to existing points-to analysis codeÐi.e., that taint abstract objects should indeed be propagated unchanged through all the handling of Java semantics.
The experience has been a striking (to us) validation of the value of integrating points-to and information-flow analysis.
DISCUSSION
We next discuss further the advantages and disadvantages of the P/Taint approach, contrasting it with alternatives.
Contrast with Conventional Approaches
To see the key features of the unified analysis, we can consider it in comparison to analysis approaches that have largely similar purposes, yet a conventional structure.
Conventional Datalog-based taint analysis. The Beacon static analysis tool [Karim et al. 2012] aims to detect capability leaks in Mozilla Jetpack modules. Beacon, much like P/Taint, is performing a taint analysis using Datalog inference rules. Although the use of Datalog is orthogonal to the principles of our joint points-to/information-flow approach, it is helpful to have a succinct encoding of the two analyses so that their differences are clear.
In Beacon, taint analysis is a client of points-to analysis. There are separate relations PtsTo (var, val) and IdIsTainted(var, taintType), both of which correspond to our FlowsToVar(var, val) . Similarly, Beacon has separate relations HeapPtsTo (obj, fld, val) and IsTainted(obj, taintType), both of which correspond to our FlowsToFld(obj, fld, val). This results in duplication of effortÐe.g., there are two slightly different recursive rules [Karim et al. 2012, Table 6 ] that form the basis of the analysis by combining the main relations: one rule joins PtsTo and IsTainted to produce IdIsTainted, while the other joins PtsTo and HeapPtsTo to produce PtsTo. Such duplication percolates to all language features of a realistic analysis.
A feature of P/Taint's unified approach is the representation of taint as new abstract values that propagate independently of regular objects (through the exact same rules for value flow). In contrast, in Beacon, object allocations are tagged with taint values, employing a separate input relation IsPrivileged(obj, taintType). This design decision goes hand-in-hand with the choice to have taint analysis as a client (i.e., consumer of results) of a plain, unenhanced points-to analysis.
By tagging heap objects at their allocation point as tainted, points-to analysis can merely propagate the objects (just as it would for an analysis without taint considerations). Taint analysis can then watch where objects have propagated and propagate taint maximally. In Beacon, this means that if an object merely refers to a tainted object (even without reading values from tainted fields), it is considered tainted. Comparing the two designs showcases the benefits of the P/Taint approach on multiple dimensions:
• The P/Taint approach avoids the need to tag heap allocations with taint labels. This is lowlevel information that the user may not have, and the allocations themselves may even be unavailable for labeling (e.g., objects may be returned by native code). Labeling source methods instead is more convenient and general.
• The P/Taint approach enables support for sanitization: a regular object can propagate even when an associated taint value does not. In Beacon, tagging with a taint is a property of a heap object but the heap object may have propagated to several points in the program before being tainted, and can propagate to many others after being sanitized. Thus, no distinction of tainted/untainted versions can be made.
• The P/Taint approach enables labeling primitive values, not merely heap objects. As a concrete example, a method such as łint BufferedReader.read()ž is merely labeled as an information source. In this way, it implicitly creates taint values, even though it does not create objects (since it returns ints). These taint values propagate throughout the value-flow analysis of all language features with no extra effort needed.
• P/Taint's analysis is fundamentally more precise. If an object is tainted and there is a reference to it from some other object, the parent object is never tainted by default. This makes many fewer objects tainted, decreasing the false-positive rate. E.g., P/Taint's analysis is able to distinguish whether the head or one of the tail objects of a linked list is tainted.
In all, the unified P/Taint approach yields a full-fledged information-flow analysis, complete with sanitization support, benefiting from a deep reuse of all the sophistication of points-to analysis.
Security analysis for frameworks. The unified P/Taint approach leverages, without extra effort, a general-purpose points-to analysis of the entire program, including libraries. Thus, compared to conventional approaches, P/Taint has less of a need for ad hoc models of environment-specific behavior. For instance, many taint analysis frameworks for Android (e.g., FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014] or DroidSafe [Gordon et al. 2015] ) do not analyze the underlying library. Library operations, e.g., java.util.HashSet.add are instead explicitly modeled as taint transfer functions, so that if a tainted object is added to a set, the underlying Set is also tainted. Although it is tempting to shortcut the analysis by defining taint transfer functions specific to the domain, this will always be an incomplete exercise. P/Taint does not need definitions like these. Instead the underlying points-to analysis models the flow through the low-level data structures. The taint travels from a java.util.HashSet to an underlying java.util.HashMap, to the underlying java.util.HashMap.Entry, etc. This generic approach to taint transfer is very effective, especially when analyzing applications in the wild. Large software houses tend to use a third party data structures, sometimes even defining their own for various reasons instead of relying on what is offered in the collections library.
Limitations
A unified points-to/taint analysis inherits the benefits of mature points-to analysis frameworks, yet is also limited by what the framework can express. This is well illustrated both in our analysis model and in the full P/Taint implementation. Although the model of Section 3 captures a wealth of realistic points-to analysis algorithms, it also fixes important design parameters, thus constraining the analyses expressible in it. Two such limitations are notable:
• The model (as well as the Doop framework underlying P/Taint) captures a flow-insensitive analysis. The analysis builds a heap abstraction that does not vary per-program-point. (To a lesser extent, this limitation also applies to local variables, however this is addressed by a static-single-assignment pre-processing of the input.) Past information-flow analysesÐe.g., FlowDroidÐhave integrated partial flow sensitivity to increase analysis precision. Some code patterns will likely require a flow-sensitive treatment for full precision. However, context sensitivity is generally a better trade-off for pointer-analysis precision and performance. In our experiments we have found that a context-sensitive analysis yields excellent precision in all but very few cases. • The analysis model does not capture analyses that use an access-path-based formulation.
Access paths are expressions of the form łvar(.fld)*ž, i.e., field-access expressions of any length. A pointer analysis can employ access paths in concepts such as łthis access path points to this valuež or łthese access paths are aliasedž. This can be extended to taint analysisÐe.g., the Andromeda tool [Tripp et al. 2013 ] computes tainted and aliased access paths in a dual data-flow analysis. Access paths are generally advantageous for modular analyses, e.g., to avoid computing a whole-program image of the heap.
Both of these limitations concern the current formulation of unified points-to and taint analysis, and not the general idea. In principle, a flow-sensitive points-to analysis or an access-path-based analysis can be used as bases for unification with an information-flow analysis. Such unification can employ the same key elements as in our formulation: taint can be represented as abstract values that flow alongside regular analysis values.
PRACTICAL ELEMENTS
No practical analysis framework can yield realistic results without engineering effort to support the idiosyncrasies of different environments. We next discuss the P/Taint support for such important practicalities.
6.1 Android Support P/Taint supports Android, with a feature set very similar to FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014] . A list of sources and sinks for Android was curated and labeled according to predefined criteria (e.g., Telephony, Logging, Net). We made several more enhancements of general value, largely orthogonal to taint analysis. For instance, the underlying Doop analysis was enhanced with support for analyzing Android apps, in the form of identifying entry points and UI elements described in XML configuration files (a.k.a. the application's łmanifestž).
Android lifecycle. P/Taint (and the underlying Doop framework) models the Android component lifecycle. It reads the manifest in an application's APK file to discern the application's components. Android components include activities, services, broadcast receivers, etc. and can have multiple entry points. GUI widgets are listed in the manifest and can be linked to their respective application components. Components also register for callbacks on events. In addition to making the callback reachable, the caller (the component raising the event) needs to be linked to the callee.
Inter-component communication. Inter-component communication is naively modeled, in a way similar to FlowDroid's modeling of inter-component communication. P/Taint over-approximates explicit inter-component communication, for instance by modeling methods that send explicit messages (łintentsž) as sinks and callbacks that receive intents as sources.
Misc. Android patterns. Further improvements to the underlying analysis were performed in order to support the idiosyncrasies of Android applications. Tainted values can also emanate from GUI components. For instance, password components that are specifically tagged in the manifest as password fields are treated specially: any textual input read from these fields is flagged as tainted. Furthermore, Dalvik bytecode does not have instructions to create multi-dimensional arrays. Instead, it uses the reflection API to construct such arrays. Although P/Taint has generic reflection support, we have optimized this specific pattern for performance and precision as this is a regularly occurring pattern.
Conventional Java Program Support
Conventional JVM programs also need specific analysis support for common Java features. A common case of Java programs is servlet applications, meant to be executed inside a web server. P/Taint supports them via features for analyzing open programs, i.e., programs with multiple public entry points and not a single main method to start the computation. The analysis only requires an accurate model of the environment in order to compute a precise call graph. P/Taint's support for open programs finds entry points for servlets and adds them to the call graph. It also instantiates the environment of servlet applications, i.e., receiver objects, formal parameters to entry points, etc.
We introduce some level of generic handling of many string operations by modeling the internals of the java.lang.String class. In order to model taint transfer through various kinds of string operations, we model String objects so that their taint is derived from their internal char[] value field. This means that if a String object is tainted, its internal char array is treated as tainted and vice versa. The advantage of this approach is that it adds generality. For instance, a user may introduce new operations (e.g., writes his/her own version of concat), or operations may be added to the String class in other versions of the JRE. This approach only works for pure Java operations, so common string operations which rely on native code under the hood (e.g., StringBuilder operations) are modeled explicitly.
Serialization and deserialization of objects containing tainted values is also modeled explicitly, as serialization and deserialization is performed using native code.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of our experimental evaluation of P/Taint. There are several research questions that our experiments intend to answer: RQ.A Does our unified points-to/information-flow analysis approach yield precision benefits, i.e., a low rate of false positives? RQ.B Does the unified points-to/information-flow analysis approach yield recall benefits, i.e., a low rate of false negatives? RQ.C Is P/Taint overall effective at detecting information flow violations with high precision, compared to other tools in the literature? RQ.D Is P/Taint scalable and is it efficient in terms of run time?
We have two distinct experimental setups. One consists of a set of controlled benchmarks: suites with ground truth (in terms of labeled information leaks) and source code we can inspect. The other is a set of large łapplications in the wildž: Android apps of substantial size without labeled information flow sources/sinks/violations.
We ran P/Taint on an idle machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2687W v4 3.00GHz and 256GB of RAM. We used the PA-Datalog engine, a publicly available, stripped-down version of the commercial LogicBlox Datalog engine. In addition to the LogicBlox version evaluated here, we are also releasing a newer version of P/Taint that uses the Soufflé [Jordan et al. 2016] Datalog engine. This can run more than twice as fast on multicore machines on many benchmarks.
Controlled Benchmarks
We use several controlled benchmarks to evaluate P/Taint: SecuriBench Micro. [Livshits 2006 ] This benchmark contains 122 labeled servlets with possible security flaws (e.g., SQL injection). JInfoFlow-bench. 12 plain Java benchmarks exercising reflection, event-driven architecture, and popular software engineering patterns. DroidBench 2.0. [Arzt et al. 2014 ] Multiple Android security benchmark suites. SecuriBench Micro benchmarks are servlet applications. P/Taint's open program support (Section 6) eliminates the need to write a test harness for each individual SecuriBench application. Using this feature we were able to analyze the entire benchmark suite (all 122 servlets) simultaneously, producing an application with 266 entry points and 3.2K classes, including libraries. While running the benchmarks, we inspected SecuriBench Micro manually and (on very few instances) corrected the reported numbers relative to the official benchmark page. 6 (For instance, test case Basic31 has meta-data that claim two vulnerabilities, while the code clearly documents three. This makes the total number of vulnerabilities in the basic package be 61 instead of 60.)
JInfoFlow-bench is a benchmark suite that we developed to distill some popular but hard-toanalyze software engineering patterns. The programs in the suite require a highly precise analysis, as well as reflection support to detect information-flow violations. For instance, one benchmark encodes an event framework, which relies heavily on reflection. JInfoFlow-bench is platform-and library-agnostic. Since the benchmark suite does not rely on the use of external libraries for most of its behavior, it should be harder to write a security analyzer specifically optimized for this benchmark.
DroidBench 2.0 is a collection of benchmark suites designed to test for various vulnerabilities in Android applications. It contains 118 distinct Android applications spread over several benchmark suites. We evaluate P/Taint on all these benchmarks, except for benchmarks within the implicit-flow suite (4 applications) and emulator detection (3 applications). The latter benchmark suite is intended for dynamic analysis, to detect whether the application behaves differently under emulation, while the former is intended for taint analyzers that model control dependencies.
We analyzed SecuriBench Micro and JInfoFlow-bench with JRE 7 and Servlet API 3.0, and analyzed DroidBench with Android 25.
7.1.1 Overall Effectiveness. As discussed earlier, building P/Taint on top of the Doop framework gives us the ability to employ highly precise analyses, due to context-sensitivity, and thorough Java language feature support (including reflection).
Figures 6 and 7 make this argument concrete. The figures show a summary of the results of running P/Taint, using a highly precise form of context sensitivity (selective hybrid 2-objectsensitive+heap [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013] ) with reflection analysis support, on all JVM and Android controlled benchmarks.
The overall result is very high recall (RQ.B) and very high precision (RQ.A). For instance, in the JVM controlled benchmarks the analysis achieves 91% precision and 99% recall in SecuriBench Micro, as well as 100% precision and recall in our own JInfoFlow benchmark. The analysis issues just 13 false positives for over 150 detected information-flow violations in these benchmarks. For most benchmark sub-suites, P/Taint yields a perfect score for precision and recall. that were recorded are mostly due to the fact that P/Taint is not flow-or path-sensitive, nor is it array-sensitive, i.e., it does not discriminate a specific array index from another. P/Taint fares almost equally well on Android benchmarks (DroidBench), with 86% precision and 96% recall, although supporting Android had not been the main focus of the work. A similar pattern as before emerges: P/Taint's false positives are mainly due to it not being flow-sensitive. (In fact, the suite FieldAndObjectSensitivity mostly tests for flow sensitivity rather than object sensitivity.) It is worth noting that P/Taint achieves highly competitive precision and recall relative to those reported by recent state-of-the-art systems (RQ.C) like FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014] and Pidgin [Johnson et al. 2015] . Pidgin achieves 90% precision and 97% recall on the SecuriBench Micro benchmark suite, per its published numbers. FlowDroid is reported to achieve 93% precision and 97% recall on a subset of SecuriBench Micro (that does not include the łreflectionž, łsanitizersž, or łpredž suites), as well as 86% precision and 93% recall on an earlier version of DroidBench (containing 35 benchmarks out of the 118 that exist today).
Additionally, P/Taint is highly efficient (RQ.D). The analysis of Fig. 6 took just over 7 minutes to analyze 122 servlet benchmarks. DroidBench benchmarks were analyzed individually, with each taking under 150sec.
We next examine in more detail the precision, recall, and efficiency, when the analysis settings change. We focus on the SecuriBench Micro and JInfoFlow-bench suites because they can be run in a brief amount of time.
7.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis: Precision. Since context sensitivity is the main precision enabler in points-to analysis, we ran the SecuriBench Micro and JInfoFlow-bench benchmarks for different flavors of context sensitivity, as well as for a context-insensitive analysis. Fig. 8 shows the different precision scores for the SecuriBench Micro suite and Fig. 9 does the same for the rest of the benchmarks.
The figures clearly show the impact of context sensitivity on precision. A context-insensitive analysis would yield overall precision of 70% for SecuriBench and just above 80% for the rest of the benchmarks. With our unified analysis approach, employing higher precision comes at no development cost, and modifying the precision/scalability trade-off is a simple matter of picking a different setting of context sensitivity.
A few other interesting insights emerge:
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• Unsurprisingly, as the level of context sensitivity is improved, from context-insensitive (ins) to selective hybrid 2-object sensitive + heap, we get better precision. However, some context sensitivities are better than others under different circumstances. For instance type sensitivity is better for than call-site sensitivity for SecuriBench, but not for the rest of the benchmarks.
• In P/Taint, context sensitivity helps us achieve greater precision even in benchmarks that were not originally designed to exercise context sensitivity. P/Taint does away with a number of predefined black box taint transfer functions designed to map information flow through complex object structures in the JRE. Instead, P/Taint relies on its full semantic support of the Java language and good context sensitivity.
7.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis: Recall. Reflection analysis is the main feature that enables higher recall in realistic information-flow benchmarks. We ran P/Taint with and without reflection support to compare recall. The analysis leverages Doop's advanced reflection support : it performs substring analysis (considers which string constants in the program could be parts of a class, method, or field name in a reflection operation) and use-based analysis (considers where the results of reflection operations are used, to infer what they must have been).
In SecuriBench Micro, for the setup of our earlier results in Fig. 6 , recall dropped from 99.3% to 97.2% when disabling reflection. Other flavors of context sensitivity experience near-identical differences in recall and are not shown. Generally, securibench only has one sub-suite affected by reflection so the overall numbers are not affected significantly.
The JInfoFlow-bench benchmarks have more interesting reflection-related behavior. We show the impact of reflection support on the overall recall of the information-flow analysis in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, two of the sub-suites are significantly impacted by having static reflection support.
7.1.4 Sensitivity Analysis: Running Time. Fig. 11 shows the time required to analyze the various benchmark suites under different analysis parameters. Note that the two parts of the figure are not on the same scale: the support for open programs (such as SecuriBench's servlets) has made it possible to analyze all SecuriBench programs simultaneously, resulting in fast analysis times (Fig. 11a) . For the other suites, programs were analyzed individually and the overall time reached several tens of minutes. We can see clearly how the choice of context sensitivity influences analysis performance. Even more strikingly, however, reflection support roughly doubles the execution time of the analysis. Still, overall, the framework's performance is high, with running time scarcely being a concern.
7.1.5 Unified Analysis vs. Points-To. Finally, we report some metrics on the performance and internal complexity of the unified points-to/information-flow analysis, compared with the original underlying points-to analysis. Recall that the algorithmic logic for the core of the two analyses is identical, yet it now processes more abstract objects. It is interesting to see the relative proportion of łflows tož inferences that pertain to taint abstract objects vs. those that pertain to heap abstract objects. Fig. 12 shows (for SecuriBench) the size of the FlowsToVar relation (with context projected away, i.e., only the final useful information remaining), broken up into tuples that refer to abstract taint values and tuples that refer to abstract heap values. Across multiple analyses, of varying precision, we can see that the flow of taint objects is a significant part of the overall computation, up to about 36% for two object-sensitive analyses and 33% for the call-site sensitive analysis. This confirms that taint propagation is not a mere side-task for the underlying analysis logicÐeven with relatively few taint sources, it often rivals the inferences made regarding the flow of heap abstract objects.
7.1.6 Summary of Controlled Benchmarking. Overall, our experiments show P/Taint to perform very well, with over 91% precision and near-perfect (over 99%) recall for SecuriBench, 86% precision and 96% recall for DroidBench, and perfect scores for JInfoFlow-bench. The analysis clearly benefits from the precision and recall enhancements offered for free by a mature points-to analysis framework. Furthermore, the framework is efficient, scaling with ease to all the benchmarks.
Real-World Android Applications
A second part of our experimentation consists in evaluating P/Taint over a selection of large, popular Android applications: Google Chrome, Facebook Messenger, Google Translate, Instagram, Pinterest, Pokeradar, S Photo Editor, WhatsApp. These are apps in-the-wild, downloaded from Google Play. Additionally, they were analyzed with a full Android 25 SDK (i.e., with the library built from source code and fully analyzed, in conjunction with the application).
Owing to the good soundness and precision of P/Taint, we were able to find interesting program behavior and potential leaks. Figure 13 shows characteristics of the benchmarks examined, metrics on the internal analysis complexity (e.g., total flows-to), and analysis time. The łanalyzed methodsž are those that the analysis found the need to examineÐthese typically range from 25% to 50% of the total application methods.
Since we have no source-code access for these applications, it is nearly impossible to classify leaks beyond an intuitive, high-level understanding. However, we found even such an understanding to yield insights. For instance, most apps have been found to leak information such as location data to the network or file system.
In the Pokeradar Android client, there are 20 distinct instances where Google Analytics or other ad libraries are found to send location information over the web. Fortunately, no instances of personal information flowing to telephony or network APIs were recorded. The same patterns were found on other popular apps such as WhatsApp. Our analysis also spotted benign SMS message information (account verification codes) flowing to WhatsApp servers, and personal information flowing from Google drive (via broadcast receivers) to WhatsApp servers. A worrying flow that was uncovered was from Google drive data (also via broadcast receivers) that is used to determine the URL from which additional code is loaded at run time. Without code access it is not clear whether an attack vector might exist whereby a third party may tamper with the unencrypted 7 WhatsApp backups on Google drive to influence what code is loaded at run time. However, these are exactly the kinds of patterns that a software engineer would likely be prompted to examine more closely.
Perhaps most importantly, the Android applications test the scalability of P/Taint on realistic code bases, including the full Android library (not merely API stubs). Figure 13 shows analysis times that range from a few minutes to 7 hours, for the Facebook Messenger app, which contains over 55,000 classes. The analysis employed is a 1-call-site-sensitive analysis with partial context (only applied when calling methods that can return references to the objects that were passed in).
Overall, we see that P/Taint applies to programs of realistic scale and can leverage its big advantages of high configurability (e.g., of analysis context-sensitivity) by transparently inheriting its algorithmic logic from an underlying points-to framework.
RELATED WORK
There is substantial related work in both modern information-flow analysis techniques and under the theme of analysis-combination ideas. We next select some representative samples. Livshits [2006] has also fruitfully explored the use of Datalog for taint analysis, but without elements of unifying the approach with pointer analysis. Tripp et al. [2013] express taint analysis as a demand-driven problem, instead of a complete all-program-points flow. This is an interesting concept and certainly one worth exploring in future work. Their Andromeda tool has multiple language support, applying to Java, .NET, and JavaScript.
Compared to our approach, the work offers no unification of analyses, with taint analysis requiring extra data-flow equations [Tripp et al. 2013, Fig.2,3] and separate concepts, such as taint sets. If one were to add context sensitivity, all rules would need to be enhanced to carry the same context information as rules that determine the flow of abstract values. In our approach, only a single set of rules compute value flow, be it for regular object values or taint values. Thus, our information-flow analysis inherits context sensitivity support from the underlying points-to analysis without extra effort.
There are many Android taint analysis frameworks, and FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014 ] is one of the more successful tools. It can perform a flow-sensitive static taint analysis, specifically designed for Android applications. FlowDroid expresses its information-flow logic separately from an alias analysis and call-graph construction logic. The system models many features of Android, such as callbacks, and can model specific user interface elements as sources and sinks. Supporting features such as callbacks is not trivial and requires an incremental call-graph construction and addition of entry points at each iteration. FlowDroid relies on a manually-compiled list of more than 700 lines of sources, sinks, and taint transfer methods. Taint transfer methods include most operations on common collections. This may suggest a lack of generality in the core analysis. StubDroid [Arzt and Bodden 2016] partially addresses this problem by automatically compiling summaries of taint transfer methods. Naturally, positive effects on performance have been reported following the application of these summaries.
IccTA is an improvement on the original FlowDroid, that allows taint propagation between components [Li et al. 2015a ]. Inter-component communication (ICC) in Android manifests itself as an information-flow discontinuity during analysis. This is addressed in IccTA by generating stub methods that connect components together and analyzing this modified program instead. Another Android analysis framework is DroidSafe [Gordon et al. 2015] , which is similar in approach, except that it benefits from deep levels of object sensitivity, rather than flow sensitivity, in its core static analysis. The authors have also developed an Android run time for use during analysis that explicitly captures the semantics of life-cycle events.
Another approach to information-flow analysis is via the use of program dependence graphs, as in Pidgin [Johnson et al. 2015] . Program dependence graphs can be used to model any form of data and control dependence between instructions. By also detecting control dependencies, PDGs are a good choice if detection of implicit flow of information is important. In our earlier experiences while developing P/Taint we found that control-flow dependencies lead to higher levels of imprecision and hence we do not consider control-flow dependencies. Pidgin also supports multiple flavors of context sensitivity, which can also mitigate this imprecision. DroidInfer [Huang et al. 2015] performs taint analysis using constraint flow graph reachability algorithms. It relies on WALA 8 to produce a control-flow graph prior to performing its main analysis. Yet another approach involves the use of program slicing [Tripp et al. 2009] , with an efficient representation for multiple program slices with a lot of common nodes. This approach is also a client of context-sensitive pointer analysis.
Much recent interesting work centers on dynamic languages. TAJS [Jensen et al. 2009 ] is one of the first and best-known JavaScript analysis frameworks, aiming to find type-related errors using static analysis. Dahse and Holz [2014] present an advanced technique for detecting second-order vulnerabilities (a payload is first stored, then accessed). Their work is in the context of PHP, as is the work of Hauzar and Kofron [2015] which combines value and heap analysis for detecting security vulnerabilities. The latter is an instance of a fruitful combination (though not unification) of static analyses.
A general analysis-combination pattern is that of performing two analyses in an intertwined fashion, so that the results of one can feed into the other. Instances of this pattern are on-the-fly call-graph construction (e.g., [Lhoták 2006] ) and on-the-fly exception analysis [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis 2009a] . The unification of points-to and information-flow analysis is different in that it is leveraging the logic of one analysis to perform the other, and not merely evaluating two separate analysis simultaneously. Furthermore, the underlying points-to analysis results are not affected by the addition of taint abstract objects, unlike in past on-the-fly analyses. Volpano et al. [1996] offered a well-known formulation of the problem of secure information flow as a type system. This is an instance of expressing information-flow concepts in a known formal framework, rather than a combination of analyses. Notable differences from our work are that the type system does not treat pointers and there is no use of existing type system algorithms to also compute information flow.
More generally, abstracting away from a specific analysis is a time-honored pattern in static analysis research, and has yielded some of the deepest work in the area. Certainly, the abstract interpretation framework for specifying static analyses Cousot 1977, 1979] has strong elements of unifying analyses. More recently such elements have been brought out further, in the łabstracting abstract machinesž work [Van Horn and Might 2010] , which offers a general recipe for deriving static analyses from well-known abstract machines. However, our unification of points-to and information-flow analysis is quite different: it is not merely an effort to exploit commonalities in the two analyses specifications, but a complete integration into one analysis with essentially unchanged logic.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed unifying points-to analysis and information-flow analysis, by leveraging algorithms of the former to implement the latter. The unification approach underlies the design of P/Taint: a framework that implements information-flow analysis by coercing a sophisticated pointer analysis framework (Doop) into computing additional data flow facts. We achieved this goal by elevating the domain of abstract heap objects and making small modifications to add aspects of taint analysis with no counterparts in pointer analysis (taint transfer and sanitization). The results have been quite impressive (precision, recall, run time), especially considering the extent of leveraging algorithms developed for different purposes (points-to analysis).
While program analysis designers have viewed information and points-to analysis as distinct processes, our work shows that the two can be unified fruitfully. The approach is not merely possible but compelling for several reasons: engineering effort, language semantics support, precision. In addition, we have shown (via modification of a highly abstract model of points-to analysis) that the approach is also general enough to be applied to multiple analysis algorithms. Practical applications of this approach to other pointer analysis frameworks may follow. As part of our future work we will be investigating how support for Android and more open programs can be added.
